Predation plays a central role in evolutionary processes, but little is known about how predators affect the expression of heritable variation, restricting our ability to predict evolutionary effects of predation. We reared families of three-spined stickleback Gasterosteus aculeatus from two populations-one with a history of fish predation (predator sympatric) and one without (predator naive)-and experimentally manipulated experience of predators during ontogeny. For a suite of ecologically relevant behavioural ('personality') and morphological traits, we then estimated two key variance components, additive genetic variance (V A ) and residual variance (V R ), that jointly shape narrow-sense heritability (h 2 Z V A /(V A C V R )). Both population and treatment differentially affected V A versus V R , hence h 2 , but only for certain traits. The predator-naive population generally had lower V A and h 2 values than the predator-sympatric population for personality behaviours, but not morphological traits. Values of V R and h 2 were increased for some, but decreased for other personality traits in the predator-exposed treatment. For some personality traits, V A and h 2 values were affected by treatment in the predator-naive population, but not in the predator-sympatric population, implying that the latter harboured less genetic variation for behavioural plasticity.
INTRODUCTION
Evolution depends on both selection and narrow-sense heritability (h 2 ), the fraction of phenotypic variance (V P ) owing to additive effects of genes (V A ) (Falconer & Mackay 1996) . Predation regime is a major factor in the evolution of many life-history, morphological and behavioural traits (Stearns 1976; Reznick & Endler 1982; Martin 1995; Lima & Dill 2000) . Yet, surprisingly little is known about how exposure to predators affects the heritability of ecologically relevant traits (Relyea 2005; Kraft et al. 2006) , or how predators affect the variance components that shape h 2 , i.e. V A and the residual variance (V R ZV P KV A ).
Predators might affect variance components in two distinct ways. First, predator-induced directional selection (Dugatkin 1992; Sih et al. 2003; Biro et al. 2004; Bell & Sih 2007 ) might erode V A over the long term (Price & Schluter 1991) , leading to differentiation in variance components (and h 2 ) between populations with a history of predation (hereafter called predator sympatric) and those where predators have long been absent (predator naive). Alternatively, in conditions where predators induce spatio-temporal variation in selection within populations (Reimchen & Nosil 2002) , predator-sympatric populations have been suggested to harbour relatively high amounts of V A (Relyea 2005) .
Second, predators can induce short-term effects on prey populations by influencing the expression of V A (Relyea 2005; Kraft et al. 2006) . This is the case if different genotypes existed within the same population that responded differently to predators (gene!environment interaction (G!E), i.e. genetic variation in plasticity). A growing body of evidence suggests that environmental stress (e.g. food restriction) can greatly affect the expression of variance components and h 2 (Hoffmann & Merilä 1999; Charmantier & Garant 2005) , but specific effects of predation on variance components have rarely been evaluated in this context (Relyea 2005; Kraft et al. 2006) .
Effects of predation on the expression of V A are likely to differ between populations, depending on their evolutionary history ( Nussey et al. 2007) . The absence of G!E would equate to a situation where the gene sets affecting trait expression in the presence of predators are completely correlated with those affecting trait expression in the absence of predators, i.e. a cross-environment genetic correlation (r A ) equal to one (Roff 1997) . Evolutionary history can affect r A values by influencing the coupling of gene sets expressed under different conditions (Brodie 1993; Whitlock et al. 2002) . In the case of predation, a number of behavioural studies suggest that r A values might differ between the predatorsympatric and predator-naive populations (Brodie 1993; Bell 2005; Dingemanse et al. 2007 ). Selection favouring tight r A values (i.e. a lack of G!E effect) might, for instance, occur in predator-sympatric populations, if the costs of plasticity (e.g. to acquire information on predation regime; DeWitt et al. 1998) outweigh its benefits.
Predators can also have short-term and long-term effects on heritabilities if they affect V R , i.e. the sum of environmental (V E ), non-additive genetic (V NA ) and error (e) variances ( Falconer & Mackay 1996) . For example, predators often induce group living in their prey (Pulliam 1973) , and such social environments might typically allow the coexistence of alternative strategies to cope with predation (Relyea 2005; Réale & Dingemanse in press) . Predators might thus induce short-term effects by increasing V E (and hence V R ), consequently decreasing h 2 . Furthermore, in cases where predator-sympatric and predator-naive populations experience different types of selection regime (e.g. fluctuating versus directional; Reimchen & Nosil 2002) , we would also expect predatorinduced long-term effects on V NA (Merila & Sheldon 1999) .
The goals of this paper are threefold. First, we test whether evolutionary history affects V A and V R by comparing V A and V R between the two populations of three-spined stickleback Gasterosteus aculeatus that have differed in predation history for over 30 generations ). We do so by using partial North Carolina II breeding designs to estimate variance components (Lynch & Walsh 1998) . Second, we test whether individual experience of predators affects the expression of V A and V R by exposing individuals from each population to either an early life experience of predators or a predator-absent control treatment. Third, we evaluate whether this experimental treatment effect and the population type interact, and assess whether r A values vary between populations.
We focus on the behavioural traits for which predatorinduced plasticity and/or selection have previously been documented (Dugatkin 1992; Sih et al. 2003; Biro et al. 2004; Bell & Sih 2007) , and we therefore expect effects of predators on variance components. We measured a suite of behaviours that were known to be heritable (activity, boldness towards predators, exploration and sociability; the so-called 'personality' traits; Réale et al. 2007) , to increase the likelihood of detecting (variation in) V A . Environmental conditions have been argued to differentially affect the expression of variance components of behavioural versus morphological traits, since the latter type might exhibit less G!E (Stirling et al. 2002) . For comparison, we therefore also analysed morphological traits (body size, body shape and spine length) that are shaped by predation regime in the stickleback (Hagen & Gilbertson 1972; Moodie et al. 1972; Reimchen 1980 ).
MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Study populations
The two populations inhabit man-made lakes situated 5.5 km apart on the island of Anglesey (North Wales, UK . By contrast, predatory fishes have not been introduced into Cae Mawr and have never been observed during ecological surveys ).
(b) Experimental protocol Adult sticklebacks from both populations were captured using hand nets and a small trawl during the breeding season (May 2006). Fish were returned to a temperature and day length-controlled aquarium room at Aberystwyth University and housed communally, in sex-and population-specific 50 l glass aquaria, lined with gravel and planted with artificial plants. Fish were maintained under a natural day length regime at 18G18C. Fish were fed pre-frozen bloodworms (Chironomus sp. larvae) per individual, and females were assessed regularly for gravid status (following Barber & Arnott 2000) . Two types of standard crossing schemes were applied, partial North Carolina II breeding designs and full crosses (Lynch & Walsh 1998) , depending on the number of ripe females available for breeding on the same day. A total of 22 males and 15 females (Llyn Alaw) and 30 males and 28 females (Cae Mawr) were used for breeding (for further details see §2 and table S3 in the electronic supplementary material). Egg clutches of ripe females were stripped and divided over two or three moistened solid watch glasses (number dependent on crossing design; see the electronic supplementary material); each split clutch was then fertilized with the sperm of a different (randomly selected) male from the same population as the female's, following standard split-clutch in vitro fertilization techniques and egg husbandry protocols (Barber & Arnott 2000) . Following fertilization (day 0), each portion of the split clutch (hereafter called a 'full-sib family') was incubated in isolation in a 15!10!10 cm ( L!W!H ) tank. At hatching (day 8), fry in each full-sib family were counted and divided equally between two 30!20!20 cm tanks (hereafter called 'growth tanks'). One of the two growth tanks was then randomly assigned to the control treatment, and the other to the predator-exposed treatment. We, therefore generated four (population!treatment) groups (hereafter called 'groups'); 'Nc' (naive population, control treatment), 'Ne' (naive population, exposed treatment), 'Sc' (predator-sympatric population, control treatment) and 'Se' (predator-sympatric population, exposed treatment). Fry in all groups were fed a progressive diet of Liquifry (days 6-14; twice a day), and newly hatched Artemia (from day 10 onwards, ad libitum). Each growth tank contained water (10 cm depth), a filter with aeration and a clump of artificial weed (figure 1).
(c) Predator exposure/non-exposure treatments Growth tanks assigned to the predator-exposed treatment group were given a chemical, visual and behavioural stimulation regime designed to mimic that experienced by stickleback living sympatrically with predatory fishes. The treatment consisted of repeated exposure to two types of stimulus; being exposed to a live perch ('live predator trial'), and being chased by a model perch ('chasing trial'). The latter trial type was included to ensure that sticklebacks in the predator-exposed group perceived the perch as threatening stimuli. Each trial was executed at a randomly chosen time of day (between 08.00 and 18.00 hours). All trials were executed at about the same time on a particular day, thereby ensuring that the timing of encounters with predators was equally unpredictable. Live predator trials were undertaken every 2 days between days 29 and 49. At the start of the trial (t 0 ), two partitionsone opaque and one transparent-were inserted into the growth tank (figure 1). After 15 min (t 15 ), a live perch was introduced behind the partitions and revealed, after a short settling period, by removing the opaque partition. The transparent partition prevented the perch from entering the subjects' compartment, but was loosely fitted, permitting the transfer of olfactory cues. At t 45 , the opaque barrier was reinserted, the perch taken out, and then both barriers were removed. In total, 70 individual perch of 12-15 cm (total length) were used as stimuli, with each growth tank experiencing a minimum of seven different live perch. Growth tanks assigned the control treatment were subjected to the same treatment, with the exception that-instead of a live perch-a similar-sized neutral object (a stone) was introduced at t 15 and removed when revealing the compartment by removing the white opaque barrier. Hence, we applied the same amount of disturbance to the tank as introducing or removing a live perch.
'Chasing' models were constructed from three killed, eviscerated and dried perch that had been waxed (for 24 hours in waterproof microscopy grade paraffin wax, using a Gallenkamp Hotbox Oven at 658C) and fitted with 30 cm metal rods.
The chasing trial, undertaken every 4 days between days 30 and 46, started (t 0 ) when the transparent and opaque barriers were inserted (as above) into the subjects' tank (figure 1). At t 15 , a model perch was introduced behind the barrier, together with 50 ml of water taken from a tank, containing 1 l of matured tap water that had held a live perch for the previous 30 min ('perch water'). Directly following introduction, both barriers were removed, the model was moved quickly into the centre of the shoal of juvenile sticklebacks (generally located near the filter or weed), turned, moved back to the place of introduction (see arrow in figure 1) and removed from the water, all within 2 s. Growth tanks assigned the control treatment were given the same treatment, with the exception that (i) instead of a live perch, a similar-sized stone was introduced at t 15 and removed when removing the barriers, (ii) instead of perch water, 50 ml of water was added from a tank, containing 1 l of matured tap water, that had not held a live perch, and (iii) instead of moving the perch model through the water, the same movement was made using a metal rod with no perch model attached.
(d) Behavioural assays At ages 44, 46, 48, 50 and 52 days, one or two randomly selected individuals were captured from each growth tank, and then screened for personality traits. All behavioural tests were filmed from above using digital video cameras (Model GR-D340EK, JVC, Yokohama, Japan) and various behavioural measures (listed in table S4 in the electronic supplementary material) were taken from the video recordings of each trial. Sample sizes (n) were 577 (Cae Mawr), 464 (Llyn Alaw) and 1041 (grand total) individuals, but rare events (e.g. camcorder malfunctions) meant that sample sizes for some assays are slightly reduced. Personality tests were executed in a fixed order to facilitate comparison between the individuals . Following the behavioural tests, subjects were killed with an overdose of benzocaine anaesthetic (10 mg l K1 ) and lateral photographs were taken.
(i) Novel environment test From 12.30 to 13.15 hours, selected subjects were captured from their growth tanks, transferred to a confined area of a similar-sized but novel tank, and left to acclimatize for 300 s (see figure S1A in the electronic supplementary material). The barrier was then removed, allowing the subject to explore the remainder of this novel environment. The novel tank contained five large stones and was filled with water to a depth of only 5 cm to prevent the subject from swimming above the stones; information about the environment could thus only be gained by moving around the stones. Each tank was placed on top of a sheet containing 60 uniquely numbered 3!3 cm squares to facilitate recording of subject location. Each square change was recorded for a period of 300 s following the release from the confined area. Exploration behaviour was operationally defined as an activity in a novel environment (following Dingemanse et al. 2002 Dingemanse et al. , 2007 . Predators and heritability N. J. Dingemanse et al. 1287 (ii) Activity test Activity in a non-novel environment was measured by recording each time a fish crossed the boundary between adjacent 3!3 cm squares (see above) during a 300 s period, both 2 hours (14.30-15.15 hours) and 4 hours (16.30-17.15 hours) following release in the novel tank.
(iii) Sociability test Following the last activity test, four of the five stones were removed carefully from the test tank, and two transparent barriers were inserted such that the subject remained in the middle compartment of the refurbished tank (figure S1B in the electronic supplementary material). The remaining stone was then positioned in one of the empty compartments, and the subject was left to acclimatize overnight. Between 08.30 and 10.00 hours the following morning, an unrelated, ageand population-matched 'stimulus' conspecific was introduced into the remaining empty compartment (figure S1B in the electronic supplementary material). The test thus allowed us to assess whether the individuals preferred to stay near the shelter versus near a conspecific. The subject's behaviour was then recorded (row changes and the number of orientation bouts) for 300 s, after which the stimulus fish was removed. An orientation bout was defined as starting when the subject faced towards the stimulus fish and terminated when the subject turned away from it. Each stimulus fish was used only once to avoid pseudoreplication (Hurlbert 1984) , and any variation in the behaviour of different stimulus fish was thus regarded as unbiased noise ).
(iv) Predator inspection test
Following the sociability test, the barrier furthest away from the stimulus compartment (barrier 2 in figure S1B in the electronic supplementary material) was removed and a transparent and a white opaque sheet were fitted over the remaining barrier. After 2 hours (10.30-12.00 hours), a live perch was introduced behind the barrier. After 30 s, the opaque sheet was removed and the subject's behaviour was recorded (row changes and the number of inspection bouts) for 10 min, after which the perch was removed. Inspection bouts were defined as outlined by Dingemanse et al. (2007) . (f ) Statistical analyses Principal component analyses (PCA) followed by varimax rotation ( Tabachnick & Fidell 2001 ) was used to summarize, for each test separately, the behaviours quantified (see table  S4 in the electronic supplementary material). PCA summarized the behaviours quantified into either two (sociability test) or one (all other tests) principal component(s). The results of these analyses echoed our findings from earlier behavioural studies on these populations ; for further detailed description and interpretation of emerging axes, therefore, see Dingemanse et al. (2007) and the electronic supplementary material. Notably, common PCA (using the CPCRAND software; confirmed homogeneity of phenotypic variance-covariance matrices across the four groups for each behavioural essay, justifying the use of combined analyses for all groups. All quantitative genetic analyses were conducted using restricted maximum-likelihood ('animal') models, allowing analyses of unbalanced datasets and inclusion of fixed effects (Kruuk 2004) , using ASREML v. 2.0 (Gilmour et al. 2006) . Age was fitted as a fixed effect (continuous variable) in all models, because age at measurement varied between individuals within full-sib families. Standard length was also fitted as fixed effect in analyses of body depth and spine length, because here our interest was body shape and relative spine length, respectively. Individual was included as a random effect, with the associated variance-covariance matrix determined by the additive genetic relatedness matrix (Kruuk 2004) , to estimate additive genetic (co)variance components. Environmental maternal effects were investigated by including maternal identity, as an additional random effect ( Kruuk 2004) ; maternal effects did not explain significant variation for any of the traits and were therefore not included in the analyses presented.
V A and V R were calculated using univariate animal models, and h 2 was calculated with V A /(V A CV R ). Significance of V A was evaluated using a likelihood ratio test (Meyer 1992) . Bivariate animal models were used to estimate r A for the same trait ( X) in the control ( Xc) versus predator-exposed treatment ( Xe) (Astles et al. 2006 1/2 , was above 0.15 to avoid unreliable estimates. Significance of r A was evaluated using a likelihood ratio test, comparing the likelihood of an unconstrained model with a constrained model where r A was fixed at either zero (to evaluate deviations from zero) or one (to evaluate deviations from one). Z-tests were used to test for population differences in r A values.
We used multivariate animal models to compare V A of the same trait among the four groups (i.e. Nc, Ne, Sc and Se, as defined above), where the trait of interest was entered as a separate y-variable for each group, the additive genetic and residual covariances between these y-variables constrained to zero and age (and standard length in the case of body shape and relative spine length) fitted as fixed effects. Support for differences in V A among groups, populations or treatments, was based on two-step analyses of the data. First, we fitted four a priori considered models that potentially described the variation in V A across the four groups (see table S2 in the electronic supplementary material). These modelled: model a equal variances across all groups (V ANc ZV ANe ZV ASc ZV ASe ), model b population differences ((V ANc ZV ANe )s(V ASc ZV ASe )), model c treatment effects ((V ANc ZV ASc )!O(V ANe ZV ASe )), or model d group-specific variance estimates (V ANc sV ANe sV ASc sV ASe ). Second, we calculated the Akaikes Information Criterion (AIC) weight, a measure of relative support (Akaike 1973; Burnham & Anderson 2002) , for each of the four models. AIC weight is the probability that the focal model would be the AIC best model where the data were collected again under identical circumstances. We then used the information (weights) of all models to calculate total support (Burnham & Anderson 2002) for differences between any of the population-treatment groups (S AIC weights of all models modelling population and/ or treatment effects, i.e. models b-d ), populations (S weights of models modelling population effects, i.e. models b and d ) or treatments (S weights of models modelling treatment effects, i.e. models c and d; table 1). The four alternative models were constructed by constraining V A of particular groups to the same value as appropriate. We used the same procedure to investigate the variation in V R . For models on V A , V R was allowed to vary freely between the four groups, and vice versa.
RESULTS (a) Heritability
Most of the behavioural personality traits showed moderate h 2 values (figure 2; see table S1 in the electronic supplementary material). For the predator-sympatric population, h 2 was significant for all traits and in both predatorexposure treatments. By contrast, for the predator-naive population, only 'exploration of novel environment' and 'boldness towards predators' were significantly heritable in both treatments; 'activity 2 hours after release' and 'exploration of novel conspecific' were heritable only in the control treatment, 'sociability' was heritable only in the predator-exposed treatment and 'activity 4 hours after release' was not heritable in either treatment. When comparing across all population-treatment groups, mean h 2 of personality traits was 43.4 per cent lower for the predator-naive (N) compared with the predator-sympatric (S) population, but were almost identical for the two treatment (c, control; e, predator-exposed) groups (Nc: 0.15 (mean), 0.03-0.27 (range); Ne: 0.16, 0.03-0.33; Sc: 0.28, 0.17-0.35; Se: 0.26, 0.14-0.42). With the exception of 'exploration of novel environment', this pattern of lower heritability in the predator-naive population held for all traits and within both treatments.
All morphological traits had significant h 2 values for both populations and treatments (figure 2; see table S1 in the electronic supplementary material). When comparing across all population-treatment groups, mean h 2 of the morphological traits was slightly (9.8%) lower for the predator-naive compared with the predator-sympatric population, but slightly higher (10.2%) for the control compared with the predator-exposed treatment: (Nc: 0. (b) Variance components For 'activity 2' and '4 hours after release', 'sociability', 'exploration of novel conspecific' and 'body length', the data supported the notion that treatment, and/or population, differentially affected the variance components V A versus V R and therefore h 2 (table 1; figure 2). The morphological traits showed a higher ratio of V A relative to V R (i.e. higher h 2 ) compared with the behavioural traits, except for 'relative spine length', which showed moderate heritability (figure 2; see table S1 in the electronic supplementary material).
For 'activity 2' and '4 hours after release', 'sociability' and 'exploration of a novel conspecific', statistical models incorporating differences in V A between populationtreatment groups were 2.9-4.9 times better supported than those with no differences between groups (table 1), because V A was either higher in the predator-sympatric compared with the predator-naive population ('activity 2' and '4 hours after release') or because treatment effects were restricted to the predator-naive population only (exploration of a novel conspecific: V A controlOexposed; sociability V A control! exposed; figure 2). For activity 2 hours after release and sociability, also V R varied between groups (i.e. presence of variation was 7.6 and 11.1 times better supported than its absence), because V R was either increased (activity 2 hours after release) or decreased (sociability) in the predatorexposed compared with the control treatment.
None of the morphological traits showed a pattern of increased V A in the predator-sympatric population compared with the predator-naive population (table 1 and figure 2), implying that the two populations did not generally differ in V A . Body length was the only trait where we detected population variation in V R (naiveOsympatric).
(c) Cross-environment genetic correlations All cross-environment r A values were positive and relatively tight (greater than 0.67), regardless of the type of trait or population under consideration (table 2) . Thus, rank-order differences between individuals raised in the control treatment that were owing to additive effects of genes would largely have been maintained had these Table 1 . Support for treatment and population effects in genetic parameters. (Total support for the existence of variation in additive genetic (V A ) and residual variance (V R ) among populations, treatments, or any of the four population-treatment groups for various personality traits (principal component axes given functional labels, alphanumeric codes in exponent refer to axes numbers in table S4 in the electronic supplementary material) and morphological traits. For each factor considered (group, population, treatment), the total support (range 0-1) was calculated by summing up the AIC weights of all models (listed in table S1 in the electronic supplementary material) that had the factor of interest in common (see §2 Predators and heritability N. J. Dingemanse et al. 1289 individuals instead been raised in the predator-exposed treatment. Body length in the predator-sympatric population was the only exception, where r A was low (0.38) and non-significant (but note that the upper estimate was relatively high (95% CIZ0.80) owing to large s.e.). None of the values of r A differed between the populations (all Z!0.49, all pO0.624).
Irrespective of the population, r A also deviated from 1 (or tended to do so) for both body length and body shape, implying that the gene sets causing heritable variation in the control treatment did not overlap completely with those causing heritable variation in the predator-exposed treatment. For personality traits, deviations from 1 were not detected; however, estimates of r A for all personality traits had high s.e.'s, suggesting that we may have had insufficient power to test whether r A deviated from 1.
DISCUSSION
Predators can affect evolution of prey not only by acting as selective agents, but also by influencing prey variance components, as shown in this study. Heritabilities of various behavioural personality-but not morphological-traits were affected by experience with predators during ontogeny. The mechanism by which predator-exposure treatment affected heritabilities (via V A or V R ), as well as the direction of its effect (increasing versus decreasing), differed between personality traits. To our knowledge, only two other studies, both focusing on the morphological traits in frogs (Rana sp.), have investigated how exposure to predators affects variance components (Relyea 2005; Kraft et al. 2006) . Both showed that exposure increased V A values for certain traits, and it has been hypothesized that this is a general pattern in nature (Relyea 2005; Kraft et al. 2006) . Our results do not support this idea. Instead, it appears that predation can have diverse effects on variance components, depending on the evolutionary history of the population. This latter notion is illustrated by our finding that for certain personality traits, values of V A and h 2 were affected by treatment only in the predator-naive and not in the predator-sympatric population. Whether or not the reported effects of evolutionary history were related causally to predation regime requires further clarification, and cannot be judged based on the present study owing to lack of replication. *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** n.s. ** *** *** ** *** * * Figure 2 . Sources of variation in heritabilities. For personality and morphological traits, and for each of four populationtreatment groups ('Nc', naive population, control treatment; 'Ne', naive population, exposed treatment; 'Sc', predatorsympatric population, control treatment; 'Se', predator-sympatric population, exposed treatment). Stacked bars ( y-axis, left) indicate the total phenotypic variance (V P ) decomposed into its additive genetic (V A ; dark grey bars) and residual (V R ; light grey bars) variance components, and dots ( y-axis, right) indicate the estimated narrow-sense heritabilities (h 2 )Gs.e. ((a) Exploration novel environment, (b) activity 2 hours after release, (c) activity 4 hours after release, (d ) sociability, (e) exploration novel conspecific, ( f ) boldness towards predator, ( g) body length, (h) body shape and (i ) relative length of first dorsal spine.) We give the significance of each h 2 value (n.s., pO0.05; Ã p!0.05; ÃÃ p!0.01; ÃÃÃ p!0.001; for statistical analyses see table S1 in the electronic supplementary material.).
Although predator-exposure treatment did not directly affect V A or h 2 values for morphological traits, estimates of cross-environment r A values were significantly below one in three out of six cases for both populations, revealing that experimental predator exposure influenced the expression of genetic variation for this type of trait. Altogether it appears that genetic variation in predator-induced morphological plasticity existed in both populations, whereas genetic variation in behavioural plasticity was less apparent, in the predator-sympatric one. Assuming for now that variation in predation regime has resulted in these population differences, such patterns would suggest that the predator-sympatric population inhabits an environment where selection has removed genetic variation in behavioural plasticity ( Nussey et al. 2007 ). This idea is consistent with the observation that predatorsympatric populations exhibit behavioural syndromes (tight positive phenotypic correlations between the personality traits activity, aggressiveness, boldness and exploration) whereas predator-naive populations do not . In other words, predatorsympatric populations are also characterized by limited plasticity across behavioural contexts and situations (Sih et al. 2004) .
For two personality traits (activity 2 hours following release and sociability), we found evidence that the predator-exposure treatment affected h 2 via V R . We do not know of other studies that have investigated the effects of predators on V R , although other factors, including territory quality, are well known to influence this component (Charmantier & Garant 2005) . Observed changes in V R might imply that predators affected the amount of environmental heterogeneity, hence V E , for instance by increasing the number of social interactions (e.g. by inducing shoaling), in turn promoting individual differentiation in behaviour within tanks (Hemelrijk & Wiantia 2005) . Alternatively, individual differentiation might have resulted from the differential expression of non-additive effects of genes in the two treatments. Although we cannot currently differentiate between these two scenarios, our findings exemplify the importance of considering variance components other than V A when studying environmentally induced variation in h 2 (Charmantier & Garant 2005) .
The observed population variation in h 2 of personality traits implies that evolutionary history affects h 2 of personality traits, either via stochastic processes (drift and founder effects) or spatial variation in selection. Our predator-naive populations inhabit ponds of relatively small size, whereas predator-sympatric ones occur in reservoirs of sufficient size to maintain populations of predatory fishes . Founder effects or drift might therefore readily explain the lowered V A (and h 2 ) values in the predator-naive population. However, stochasticity would not readily explain why reduced levels of V A were found for personality but not for morphological traits. Hence, the exciting alternative explanation for these patterns is that a history of directional selection has reduced V A in these specific traits in the predator-naive population, whereas fluctuating selection (Reimchen & Nosil 2002 ) might maintain high levels of V A in the predator-sympatric population ( Frank & Slatkin 1990) . Experimental manipulation of predation regime, combined with the measurement of Predators and heritability N. J. Dingemanse et al. 1291 fitness landscapes in manipulated populations, could offer a fruitful next step in studying the role of predators in shaping variance components.
